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Abstract:

It is admitted fact that Islam does not suppress

unity of life. God and Universe. Body and Soul,

state and temple are the parts of one unit. Allama

Iqbal presented the idea of Pakistan and

Quaid-e-Azam made this idea a practical model of

his movement. Though they were two different

string two different personalities but there was an

ideological and theological in their vision. If we

analyse the address of the Allahabad, Allama

Iqbal has not used the word Pakistan, instead

while presenting the concept of Islamic State, he

made his proposed Islamic State a compulsory

condition not only for the survival of Indian

Muslims but also for the survival of Islam itself.

Quaid-e-Azam also inter not preted only the

difference of Social justice an Integrated, as well

as  gave message  o f  na t ional  so l idari ty ,

determination and bravery to the nation. He

negated theocracy and affirmed this state with

inclination of Islam. Both the leaders were

struggling for a separate homeland for the must of

sub-continent. In the topic under consideration,

we will analyse theories and ideologies of both the

leaders in the contexts of those letters which were





written by Iqbal to Quaid-e-Azam.
















"Generally denotes a system of practical

belief which develop by and characteristics

of a group whose members have common

political economic and religious or cultural

bonds". 





















"As for Pakistan, ideology has deep roots

in our history culture and national outlook,

this factor has made largest contribution

towards shaping our destiny and inspiring

struggle for Pakistan. It means, use of

ideological factor is inevitable to build

political bridges of friendship". 




































"It is the prime duty of all civilized nations

to show atmost regard and reverence for

the religious principles, cultural and social

values of other nations. Since the muslims

are a separate nation with their distinct

cultural values and religious trends, and

they want to have a system of their own

liking. They should be allowed to live

under such system considering their

separate religious and cultural identity". 












































































"He is Indorruptable and unpurchaseable". 





















 












 
































































































"Every great movement has a philosopher

and Iqbal was the philosopher of the

National Renaissance of Muslim India. He

in his works has left, an exhaustive and

most valuable legacy behind him and a

message not only for the Musalmans but

for all other nations of the world. His

works should therefore, be read and

digested by every Musalman to create

solidarity, and we should all try to organize

t h e  M u s l i m s  t h r o u g h o u t  I n d i a

economically, educationally, socially and

politically." 






  

  
  

   





